
Wish On Air

Are you looking for a way to show your loved one just how much they mean to
you? Look no further than the (WOA)Wish On Air package. This exclusive offer

allows you to showcase your love and appreciation in a way that they will never
forget. With the Wish On Air package, your loved one will receive a personalized

message broadcast live, plus more.
 

Imagine the joy and excitement on their face when they're called live for their
on-air birthday celebration! Let's not forget your heartfelt message for all to

hear. 
"This isn't just any gift; it's a special moment that will be cherished forever."

 
Don't wait until it's too late to show your love and appreciation. Take the next

step and give your loved one the Wish On Air package today. 
 

So what are you waiting for? Give the gift of love and make a lasting impression
on your loved one with the Wish On Air package. They deserve it, and you

deserve the satisfaction of knowing you've given them a gift they'll never forget.
Order now and take your gift-giving to a new level."

 
Ask HRT about helping with proposals



Package Details 
 

The package includes the following:
 

- On-air phone call to the recipient during the program
- Birthday song played
- Announcement of the recipient's first name and age on air (age is optional)
- Request a specific song (see HRT's list)
- A 30-second deep-felt pre-recorded message from the client to the recipient
- Display the recipient's birthday pictures (up to 3)
- Share your personal "Story Behind the Smile" and how you first met.
- The Wish On Air Package will be approximately 2-3 minutes in duration
- The "One Wish" question asked
-  Personal link of the show sent directly to your email of choice
-  Dispatch Service 5-number shout-out to friends and family
 
Pre-interview Call/Collecting Information

During the pre-interview process, WOA will contact the client at the phone number
provided on the application to collect all necessary information, including the
recipient's first name, age, contact information, 30-second pre-recorded message,
birthday pictures, guest's contact information, and a brief summary of how the
recipient and the guest met. (Please provide your best contact information).

BONUSBONUS



The WOA will discuss the details of your Wish On Air request and ensure that we fully
understand your vision. 

When you're ready to schedule your Wish ON Air experience, you'll need to fill out our
simple and easy-to-use form (available at hrtradio.com/wish-on-air). The form will
ask for basic information, such as your name, email address, and the name of the
person you want to send your message to. You'll also need to provide a payment for
the program. Please do not make a payment if you are not sure you will be using the
services. Please contact HRT if you have any questions.

Once you've filled out the form and made your payment, our team will reach out for
your pre-interview. During the interview, we'll take the time to get to know you and
your story, ensuring that your message is delivered with the utmost sincerity and
genuine emotion.

It's important that you provide us with the best contact information to reach you, as
we'll need to speak with you directly to schedule the interview. This will ensure that
we can deliver the ultimate Wish ON Air experience that you deserve.

So, fill out the form, make your payment, and provide us with the best contact
number to reach you. We'll take care of the rest and ensure that your message is
delivered with sincerity and emotion, creating a lasting memory that your loved
ones can cherish forever.



Pre-interview RE-SCHEDULE

We kindly request that any rescheduling of a Wish On Air package be done with a
valid reason and a 48-hour notice. If you need to reschedule your pre-interview
phone call for any reason, please contact us as soon as possible to make
arrangements. 
We acknowledge that sometimes clients may require a rescheduling of the pre-
interview call due to unexpected situations. While we do allow one free rescheduling,
any further rescheduling may lead to a delay in the production process or an extra
charge to complete the process. 

Keeping Your Scheduled Time
We want to ensure that all of our clients have a successful and enjoyable Wish ON Air
experience. To do so, it's important that we stick to a strict schedule.
If you schedule a call with us, we will wait for 5 minutes after the scheduled time. If
you do not show up within that time, we will have to cancel the call and
unfortunately, we will not be able to reschedule it until 6 months out.

We understand that life can get busy, but we ask that you please make every effort
to keep your appointment and be on time. This will ensure that we can deliver the
best possible Wish ON air experience for you and your loved ones.

KEEP IN MIND: The program is not responsible for rescheduling a Wish On Air
package pre-interview call.
Thank you for your understanding, and we look forward to working with you and
helping you create a special moment that will be cherished forever with the Wish On
Air package.



Program Obligations
 

The Program agrees to provide the following:
- On-air phone call to the recipient during the program
- Announcement of the recipient's first name and age on air
- Display the recipient's birthday pictures on the program's social media 
   pages
- A pre-recorded story about how the recipient and the guest first met
- The Package will be approximately 2-3 minutes in duration (depending on 
   package)
-  A professional experience or money back guaranteed

Client Obligations

The Client agrees to provide the following:
- The recipient's first name, age, and contact information
- The 30-second pre-recorded message from you to them
- a Brief summary of how the recipient and the guest met
- The recipient's birthday pictures for proper showcase
- The guest's contact information.
-  Any other information need to provide a great show

Who Is This Program For?
 Our Wish ON Air program is designed to create heartfelt and emotional
moments between loved ones. While we do specialize in creating these
experiences for couples, we are also able to create them for siblings,
parents, and children, and even adult children to parents as well.

 



Termination

Either party may terminate this Agreement within a one-week timeframe before the
airing date by providing written/oral notice to the other party. HRT records all oral
communication terminating agreements. Without the proper termination or an
agreed written notice, the cancellation will be null and void and the client will be
charged without giving a refund. 

We understand that sometimes unforeseen circumstances can arise and that you
may need to terminate your agreement for the Wish On Air package. As such, we
allow our clients the right to terminate their agreement up to one week before HRT
airs the show live. 

Please note: Due to the significant amount of work already done by our team of
producers, writers, graphics, and directors, we DO NOT offer any refunds for any
cancellations.

We want to ensure that our clients are fully satisfied with the Wish On Air package,
and we work tirelessly to create a unique and memorable experience for your loved
one. Our team invests a significant amount of time and effort into the production
process and normally completes these packages months in advance within the
show's content.

We appreciate your understanding in this matter and are committed to providing
exceptional customer service. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not
hesitate to contact us. Thank you for choosing the Wish On Air package.



Refund Policy

We have a non-refundable policy for our Wish On Air package. Once you have
purchased this package, we are unable to offer any refunds for any reason,
including but not limited to scheduling conflicts, technical difficulties, or any other
unforeseen circumstances. Once the order is placed, your service is rendered right
away. We understand that unexpected situations can arise, but we invest a
significant amount of time and effort into the production process of the Wish On Air
package, including our team of producers, writers, graphics, and directors. We take
pride in providing exceptional customer service and ensuring that our clients have a
unique and memorable experience. 

We encourage you to contact us with any questions or concerns you may have
before purchasing the Wish On Air package. Thank you for choosing HRT Radio's Wish
On Air package.



Packages and Prices

We are excited to offer two different packages for our Wish ON air program. The
first package is our audio-only package. This package includes a 3-minute interview
with your loved one, where they will have the opportunity to express their deepest
emotions and feelings. Our team will work with you to craft a unique and
personalized script, which will be used during the interview. 

Both packages offer a number of benefits. With the audio-only package, you will
receive a professionally produced audio segment that captures the emotions and
feelings of your loved one in a powerful and moving way. This package is perfect for
those who want a simple and affordable option. Priced at $49.95. GOOD

The second package is our audio and video package, which includes a full segment
with your loved one. This package includes everything that the audio-only package
offers, but with the addition of a full video segment. It provides a more immersive
and emotional experience. With this package, you will be able to see and hear your
loved ones as they express their deepest emotions and feelings. This video segment
will be professionally produced and edited and will provide you with a beautiful and
touching memory that you can cherish forever. Priced at $59.95 BEST

Both packages offer a unique and personalized experience that you and your loved
ones will cherish forever. If you have any questions or need help deciding which
package is right for you, our team is always here to help.
 



Last-minute purchase
For last-minute purchases made within two weeks of the interview airing date,
we do charge an additional $19.99 fee on top of the regular package price.
This is because we have to expedite the process to ensure that everything is
ready in time for the interview airing, including scheduling, logistics, and any
additional services requested.

We understand that last-minute purchases can be stressful, which is why we
have a dedicated team of professionals who are available to help you every
step of the way. Whether you need assistance with scheduling or have questions
about our services, our team is always here to provide support and guidance.

Please note that this fee is applicable to both of our interview packages, and it
is applied automatically to any orders made within two weeks of the interview
airing date. We strive to be transparent about our pricing and policies, and we
believe that this fee is a fair reflection of the additional resources and effort
required to accommodate last-minute purchases.

If you have any questions or concerns about this fee or any other aspect of our
services, please don't hesitate to reach out to our team. We're here to help and
ensure that your loved one has the best possible experience.



Our dispatch services are designed to provide an added level of
convenience and support to your loved one and their friends and family. As
a bonus for using our services, we will offer our free dispatch services to 5
people of your choice. These people will receive a notification one hour
before the interview airs, letting them know about the upcoming interview
and providing them with all the details they need to tune in and watch live.
Our dispatch services are one of our most popular tactics because they
provide peace of mind and ensure that your loved one's friends and family
are able to support them during this special moment.  It doesn’t require your
family and friends to download or sign up for a third-party app, and they
can engage with you in a more personal way than on traditional social
media channels. It's risk-free.

If you're interested in learning more about our services, please visit at
hrtradio.com. You can also reach us by phone at 747.322.3029. We look
forward to hearing from you soon!"
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